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How might we give dads superpowers?
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We were tasked with developing a service in
the home space. My team wanted to design for
new mothers, so we explored the needs and
experience from conception to 2 years of age.
For new moms, our service must:
Provide the right information when you need it
Facilitate functional and emotional support
Recognize progress & accomplishments
Enable personal time-out
We found that the space was oversaturated for
moms, and that a well equipped partner could
provide everything our service needed to do.
Fathers had significantly less access to services,
and often felt on the outside even within their
own family. The dads said the first six months
were a blur, and that raising their kids felt like
an ongoing natural disaster.
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The house is running low
on food, and they need
help and answers.
Zoe’s daughter has been
breastfeeding, but not
putting on weight.
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HIRO is an on-demand service aggregator that empowers
dads to respond to their new family’s challenges in real time
Track multiple services at once

Getting to know your family

Facilitating easy payment

Receive status updates and
communicate with providers
through a single touchpoint

With your input, we tailor
packages and notifications to
your needs

Set up your subscription and
rest assured HIRO will be there
when you need us most

Your priorities are our priorities

Custom curated service bundles Service booking options

Packages are customized to
address your family’s most
critical issues

Organizing service packages
to maximize impact and save
time during a crisis

Enabling individual service
booking for emergency needs

Remote access to expert advice Engaging your support network Streamlining communication
Professional consultation with
lactation experts, physicians,
nurses and therapists with
follow up messaging

Providing the family and friends Thank gift givers automatically
with meaningful gifting options and let them know what type of
support you elected
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How can LUSH’s design language
influence new products?
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LUSH Cosmetics is an English cosmetics
company known for bath bombs and naked
products. At their core, their principles are
being innovative, handmade and ethical.

INNOVATIVE
HANDMADE
ETHICAL

The products are made from fruits, vegetables
and safe synthetics. There is absolutely no
animal testing on their products at any stage. All
products and fragrances are invented in-house
and made by hand with little to no packaging
or preservatives.
LUSH believes in creating effective luxury
products that people enjoy using and making.
They are willing to take risks, make mistakes
and start all over again.
Their brand language strengths are their use of
color, logo, typography, in-store experience,
scent, ethics, product shape and touch/texture.
LUSH communicates these in their stores,
products, website and app.
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If LUSH Cosmetics expanded
into making bathtubs,
what would they look like?
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Wooden shelves showcase products, candles,
flowers and towels to create a personalized,
luxurious experience. Shelving is reminiscent of
a French farm kitchen.

Pitcher-like fixtures amplify product experience
by generating bubbles and evenly distributing
products through the tub.

Top of tub is level so users can sit, cool off, and
enjoy the ambiance. Sitting on the top also
allows for shaving or body conditioning.

Bath products give the water beautiful color, and
clear sides showcase the colors as they change
and disperse throughout the tub.
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How might we create a cohesive, flexible
tourism experience for Chicago?
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How might we make Chicago a
top 10 international destination?

As part of IIT’s Institute of Design’s Experience
Modeling course, we teamed up with Chicago’s
Tourism Board to create a new tourism
experience which attracts new and repeat
international visitors. Chicago wanted to
increase international visitors by 5 million.
Our team noticed that Chicago lacks numerous
nearby metropolitan areas that the East and
West coast had. Also, there was no clear
tourism identity unique to Chicago.
Our goal was to create a clear and
personalized experience to local and national
tourists. My team created an experience based
on the hidden secrets of Chicago, the benefit
of having a co-conspirator, and friends sharing
their experiences. Our experience aimed to
make tourists feel empowered, curious and
proactive as they explored Chicago.
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We wanted to encourage casual, playful browsing during the
planning phase, to encourage seeing different aspects of the city.
Reviews from other users would be available and queues could
be made to plan trips. Based on queues made, it will reorganize
destinations based on priority and location. We wanted to avoid
simple Top Ten lists, and give them a personalized secret side
of Chicago. By using tourists and Chicagoan’s knowledge, the
suggestions would be much more relevant. Our team also aimed
to make queues sharable to friends and family.
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While exploring Chicago, we wanted to help users feel like they
had a friend showing them the best places. Based on location,
the app would notify the user of relevant experiences. These
wouldn’t be large changes to plans, but small excursions and
on the way experiences. We felt these small adventures would
benefit international visitors as well as locals. We didn’t want
hidden gems to go unseen because they aren’t on Top Ten lists.
These moments can make a trip more magical and memorable.
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Final Concepts

Visitor Information Centers that
move around Chicago to
match events and alert users
when nearby in app.

15 minute adventures to create
memory-worthy experiences
using beacons and small
rewards for following clues.

Location and user specific
notifications to increase
enjoyment and create
meaningful experiences.

Information to amplify
restaurants and attractions with
information about what the user
is seeing and experiencing.

Making a connected
experience with photos from
their experience, and shareable
with friends on social media.
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Service Blueprint
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How can Capital One enable investment
purchases over guilt-ridden binging?
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Capital One sponsored our Product Design
Workshop to explore new experiences for their
private label brands like Neiman Marcus, Lord
and Taylor, and Kohl’s. We hosted a workshop
and found that attempts to create healthy
relationships with credit cards were built on
restraint and guilt. We wanted to use a healthy
relationship with shopping most women learned
from their mothers.

Dollars = Value
Wear
Our task became to enable healthy shopping
choices and behaviors. Women had investment
clothing, like jeans, cashmere sweaters and
overcoats. T-shirts were cheap and weren’t
as big of an investment. With the investment
pieces, people struggled to replace them but
would seldom get rid of them. When shopping,
users also struggled to buy pieces that worked
with the rest of their wardrobe.
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Insights
Customers didn’t know what they wanted
because they didn’t know what they had.
Neiman associates were stuck with a thousand
words, instead of a picture.
Delivering Neiman Marcus level service takes time.
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Knowing these opportunities, we developed a team of products
to enable healthy behaviors. Firstly, we created a digital closet
that pulled from previous purchases on their credit cards.
Neiman Marcus associates already had this information, but it
lacked pictures. Using NFC tags, clothing could be input into
the digital closet seperately, and we could track how often each
peice is worn. The digital closet would be available to the owner
through the app and while browsing their online store, as well as
to the associate when working with the user.
Our team also prototyped a small mirror to exist in homes which
tracks each wear to make “smart” clothes. NFC tags could be
attached at home, in stores or at the manufacturers. The small
mirror could also make suggestions based on schedules, weather
or travel needs.
Depending on the Capital One partner brand, the idea of
Dollars/Wear = Value could be applied in many different ways
to increase healthy consumer spending.
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We presented at the 2015 Capital One Digital Commerce
Summit, showcasing how Dollars/Wear could be utilized to
change consumer behavior into healthy spending. Once we
created digital closets based on existing purchases and gave
store associates access to customer’s digital closets, they were
able to provide phenomenal levels of service instantly. Users
understood which parts of their wardrobe were MVPs. When
purchasing new ones, they knew how new purchases would
work with what they already owned.
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Liz Jernegan
Thank you!
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